Shunting Phenylacetic Acid Catabolism for Tropone Biosynthesis.
Tropone is a seven-membered ring nonbenzenoid aromatic compound. It is the core structure of tropolonoids, which have various biological activities. In this study, a hybrid tropone biosynthetic pathway was designed by connecting phenylacetic acid (PAA) degradation with its biosynthesis and reconstituted in Escherichia coli. To simplify pathway construction and optimization, the use of E. coli endogenous genes was maximized and only three exogenous genes were employed. The entire pathway was divided into four modules: the endogenous shikimate pathway module, the hybrid PAA biosynthetic module, the endogenous PAA catabolic module and the heterogeneous tropone biosynthetic module. Efficiency of the PAA catabolic module was enhanced using PAA consumption rate as the indicator. Then, a single point mutation was introduced to inactivate the ALDH domain of PaaZ and the carbon flow was redirected toward tropone synthesis. Assembly of the full pathway led to de novo tropone production with the best titer of 65.2 ± 1.4 mg/L in shake flask experiment. This study provides a potential alternative for sustainable production of tropone and its derivatives.